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WELCOME TO
CQ BAR
A contemporary Melbourne venue offering exceptional cocktails, local craft beers, and a late-night sharing menu.

Nestled upstairs on the corner of Little Collins and Queen Street, CQ features diverse rooms, from a heated balcony to the newly added sports bar, making CQ the perfect inner-city social destination.
MAKE A BOOKING











About Us

YOUR NEW SOCIAL HUB
Located on the corner of little Collins and Queen Street, on level 1 boasting a heated balcony to the face of the venue for that great inner-city escape.

CQ has multiple rooms each with a unique feature, including our open aired courtyard and newly installed sports bar.

CQ is everything social.
SEE WHAT'S ON
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LIVE SPORTS

LIVE & LOUD 
Come nestle in for beers, banter and late nights of sporting delight, with all your favourite live sports broadcast across our big screen TVs and our pool tables ready to go between matches.

CQ is your go to sporting destination.
SEE THE FULL SCHEDULE









our MENUS

A menu made to share & drinks perfectly paired

Introducing you to our sharing focused casual dining experience.

CQ offers a collection of modern Mediterranean and Asian influenced sharing dishes for the perfect cocktail dining experience.

Looking for that perfect liquid dessert, our cocktail menu will please the senses. We have a variety of ice-cold local craft beers on tap and in the fridge! Plus, our carefully selected wine menu will not disappoint.
CHECK OUT OUR MENU
CHECK OUT OUR LUNCH MENU
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FUNCTIONS & EVENTS




FUNCTIONS
AT CQ
Having a number of unique and varried spaces means we're perfect for you next function, whether it's after-work drinks, a birthday or end of year celebrations, we have you covered.
VIEW OUR FUCTION SPACES & PACKAGES
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CQ Newsletter




KEEP UP WITH WHAT'S HAPPENING AT CQ

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.


LET'S GET SOCIAL
INSTAGRAMFACEBOOK
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Opening Hours
Monday — 12pm - 9pm
Tuesday — 12pm - 9pm
Wednesday — 12pm - late
Thursday — 12pm - late
Friday — 12pm - 3am
Saturday — 3pm - 3am
BACK TO TOP 
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